Strain rate dependent hyperelastic stress-stretch behavior of a silica nanoparticle reinforced poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate nanocomposite hydrogel.
Poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) derivatives are important biomedical materials. PEGDA based hydrogels have emerged as one of the popular regenerative orthopedic materials. This work aims to study the mechanical behavior of a PEGDA based silica nanoparticle (NP) reinforced nanocomposite (NC) hydrogel at physiological strain rates. The work combines materials fabrication, mechanical experiments, mathematical modeling and structural analysis. The strain rate dependent stress-stretch behaviors were observed, analyzed and quantified. Visco-hyperelasticity was identified as the deformation mechanism of the nano-silica/PEGDA NC hydrogel. NPs showed significant effect on both initial shear modulus and viscoelastic materials properties. A structure-based quasi-linear viscoelastic (QLV) model was constructed and capable to describe the visco-hyperelastic stress-stretch behavior of the NC hydrogel. A group of unified material parameters was extracted by the model from the stress-stretch curves obtained at different strain rates. Visco-hyperelastic behavior of NP/polymer interphase was not only identified but also quantified. The work could provide guidance to the structural design of next-generation NC hydrogel.